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TOPOLOGICAL MATTER

Distinguishing between non-abelian topological
orders in a quantum Hall system
Bivas Dutta, Wenmin Yang, Ron Melcer, Hemanta Kumar Kundu, Moty Heiblum*, Vladimir Umansky,
Yuval Oreg, Ady Stern, David Mross

Quantum Hall states can harbor exotic quantum phases. The nature of these states is reflected in
the gapless edge modes owing to “bulk-edge” correspondence. The most studied putative non-
abelian state is the spin-polarized filling factor (n) = 5/2, which permits different topological orders
that can be abelian or non-abelian. We developed a method that interfaces the studied quantum
state with another state and used it to identify the topological order of n = 5/2 state. The interface
between two half-planes, one hosting the n = 5/2 state and the other an integer n = 3 state,
supports a fractional n = 1/2 charge mode and a neutral Majorana mode. The counterpropagating
chirality of the Majorana mode, probed by measuring partition noise, is consistent with the particle-
hole Pfaffian (PH-Pf) topological order and rules out the anti-Pfaffian order.

T
he quantum Hall effect (QHE) state
harbors an insulating bulk and conduc-
tive edges and is the earliest known ex-
ample of a topological insulator (1). It is
characterized by topological invariants,

which are stable to small changes in the de-
tails of the system (2). Of these quantities, the
easiest to probe is the electrical Hall conduct-
ance of the edge mode, GH = ne2/h, where n is
the bulk filling factor (integer or fractional), e
is the electron charge, and h is Planck’s con-
stant. Quantum Hall (QH) states with frac-
tional filling factors support quasiparticles
with fractional charges and anyonic statistics.
The ubiquitous Laughlin states are abelian;
exchanging the positions of their quasiparti-
cles adds a phase to the ground-state wave
function (3–5). In the more exotic non-abelian
states (6, 7), the presence of certain quasipar-
ticles results in multiple degenerate ground
states, and interchanging these quasiparticles
cycles the system between the different ground
states. In general, QH states permit different
topological orders, and the usual conductance
and charge measurements are not sufficient
to distinguish between the different topologi-
cal orders.
Another topological invariant, the thermal

QH conductance GT, may help make that dis-
tinction. The thermal conductance is sensitive
to all energy-carrying edge modes, charged or
neutral, and can be expressed as GT = KT,
where K is the thermal conductance coeffi-
cient and T is the temperature. It was pro-
posed (7, 8) and experimentally proven that K
of a single chiral and ballistic mode—fermionic

(9), bosonic (10, 11), or (abelian) anyonic (12)—
is quantizedK = k0, withk0 ¼ p2k2B=3h, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. However, a
fractional value of K is expected for non-
abelian states (13). For the n = 5/2 state, we
found a thermal Hall conductance coefficient,
K = 2.5k0, that is consistent with the non-
abelian particle-hole Pfaffian (PH-Pf) topologi-
cal order (14).
However, there is a caveat: For a QH state

that supportsmultiple edgemodes, somemov-
ing downstream (DS; in the chirality dictated
by the magnetic field) and some upstream
(US; in opposite chirality), the theoretically
predicted thermal conductance assumes a full
thermal equilibration among all modes (15–17).
For example, for modes of integer thermal
conductance, the predicted value is GT = (nd –
nu)k0T, where nd and nu are the number of DS
and US modes, respectively. In the other ex-
treme, with no thermal equilibration,GT = (nd +
nu)k0T (12). Therefore, the thermal equilibra-
tion length, which is in general longer than
the charge equilibration length, is of crucial
importance in interpreting thermal conduct-
ance measurements.
Moore and Read predicted that the topo-

logical order of the n = 5/2 state is a Pfaffian
(Pf) state, with K = 3.5k0 (18). However, the Pf
mode was ruled out when a US neutral mode
was observed experimentally (19) because the
Pf order does not support a topologically pro-
tected US mode. The “particle-hole conjugate”
of the Pf order, the anti-Pfaffian (A-Pf) with
K = 1.5k0 (20, 21), does exhibit a US mode.
Numerical studies found both Pf and A-Pf to
be highly competitive ground states in a ho-
mogenous system (neglecting disorder). The
two are degenerate within a single Landau
level, and Landau level mixing may tip the
balance between the two in either direction

(22, 23). Several theoretical proposals offer pos-
sible explanations for the discrepancy between
numerical calculations and the experimen-
tally found PH-Pf order: (i) Inhomogeneity
in the density may lead to islands of local Pf
and A-Pf orders, from which a global PH-Pf
order emerges (24–28). (ii) A considerably
longer thermal equilibration length than the
size of the device may lead to deviation from
the expected theoretical value. In particular,
an unequilibratedMajoranamode in the A-Pf
(15, 29) order will add its contribution to K
instead of subtracting it, leading to K = 2.5k0
(30–32).
One may suggest to measure the thermal

conductance at a short propagation length,
where thermal equilibration is practically neg-
ligible, expecting K = (nd + nu)k0; namely,
KA-Pf = 4.5k0 or KPH-Pf = 3.5k0. However,
“spontaneous edge reconstruction” may add
short-lived pairs of counterpropagating (non-
topological) neutralmodes (33), thus increasing
the apparent thermal conductance of the states
at short distances.
We developed a method in which a studied

state is interfaced with another state, with the
interface harboring an isolated edge channel.
We used this method to probe the Majorana
modes’ chirality at interfaces between the n =
5/2 state and n = 2 and n = 3 integer states.
Measurements fulfill two important require-
ments: (i) thermally unequilibrated transport,
in which measurements are performed in the
intermediate length regime—longer than the
charge equilibration length (leading to the quan-
tized interface conductance) but shorter than
the thermal equilibration length (allowing un-
equilibrated modes transport) (15, 29, 34)—
and (ii) compensating integermodes, inwhich
the counterpropagating integer modes at the
interface between n = 5/2 and n = 2 or 3 mu-
tually localize each other. This eliminates spu-
rious hotspots and allows the identification of
the topological order.
We used gated high-quality GaAs-AlGaAs

molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)–grown heter-
ostructures (35). Structures were designed to
resolve the contradictory requirements of the
doped layers, which should ensure a full quan-
tization of the fragile n = 5/2 state and, at the
same time, allow highly stable and “hysteresis-
free” operation of the gated structures (14).
Two separate gates divided the surface into
two, an upper half and lower half (Fig. 1A). The
gates were isolated from the sample and from
each other by 15- to 25-nm layers of HfO2 [more
details of the structure are provided in (35)]. A
gate-voltage in the range of –1.5 V <Vg < +0.3 V
allows varying the electron density from pinch
off to 3 × 1011 cm−2 (fig. S1). Tuning each gate
separately controls the two interfaced fill-
ing factors, leading to the desired interface
modes’ conductance. The ohmic contacts at
the physical edge of the mesa probe the filling
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factors of the two respective half-planes, and
the contacts at the interface probe the interface.
The heart of the measurement setup (Fig.

1A, dashed box) consists of three ohmic con-
tacts at the interface, with the source (Fig. 1A,
“S”), placed symmetrically between the am-
plifier contact (Fig. 1A, “A”) and the cold-
grounded drain (Fig. 1A, “D”). An injected dc
source current at the interface, IS, forms a
hotspot at the back side of the source (and at
the front side of the drain) (36). In states that
support counterpropagating modes, the ther-
mally activated modes by the hotspot (usually,
neutral modes), lead to shot noise at the am-

plifier contact (37, 38). The noise was filtered
with an LC resonance circuit, with a center
frequency f0 ~ 630 kHz and bandwidth Df = 10
to 30 kHz, then amplifiedwith a cold amplifier
(cooled to 4.2 K) and a room-temperature am-
plifier, to be measured with a spectrum analy-
zer. Measurements were conducted at three
different electron temperatures—10, 21, and
28 mK—and at different propagation lengths
(between source and aplifier contacts): 28, 38,
48, and 58 mm.
The general strategy of the measurement

is to place the lower-gated half-plane at the
tested filling factor nLG, whereas the upper

half-plane is always tuned to an integer filling,
nUG = 0, 1, 2, 3. The defined chirality of the
resultant interface edge modes is always with
respect to the chirality of the tested state. For
example, for nLG > nUG the interface charge
chirality is DS, whereas for nLG < nUG, the in-
terface charge chirality is US. This is clearly
noted in Figs. 1 to 3 (35). A description in terms
of one-dimensional (1D) edge channels is a
simplification, but one that is useful for illus-
trations and justified by the topological nature
of the relevant phases. To measure the noise
excited by the hotspot (at the back of the
source) by a single amplifier, the magnetic
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup to create and probe the interface between different
states. (A) False-colors scanning electron microscopy image of a typical device.
Ohmic contacts are in yellow, lower gte (LG) is light blue, and upper gate (UG) is
purple. The two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is buried 200 nm below the
surface [a detailed structure is available in (35)]. Gate voltages, VLG and VUG, control
the density. The interface between the two planes hosts interface modes. Ohmic
contacts at the edge probe the bulks’ filling-factor. Ohmic contacts at the interface
probe the interface modes. The heart of the device, highlighted by the dashed
box, contains the source contact, S, placed at the same distance from the amplifier
contact, A, and the drain contact, D, at different distances S–A: L = 28, 38, 48,
and 58 mm. “Blocking contacts” avoid noise arriving at A from secondary hotspots
(say, in the drain). (B and C) Interfaces of integer states n = 2 with n = 1 and n = 3
at 10 mK. Counterpropagating integer modes at the interface are compensated,

leaving a single integer mode at the interface, DS at the 2-1 interface, and US for
the 2-3 interface. Hotspots (indicated with “red fire” symbols) are shown on the
US side (2-1) and the DS side (2-3) of the source. Noise is not expected.
(D to F) Interfacing the n = 5/3 state at 10 mK. Arrows indicate four different types
of edge modes: Double-line arrow indicates an integer-mode, thick-single arrow
indicates a 2/3 charge mode, thin-single arrow indicates a 1/3 charge mode, and
waved-arrow indicates a neutral mode. The incomplete circle with an arrowhead
indicates the chirality. In (B) to (F), the schematic representation shows
nonequilibrated to equilibrated modes from left to right. The 5/3-0 and the
5/3-1 interfaces are presented in the particle-like picture: DS integer 1 and 2/3
modes and US neutral mode. The 5/3-2 is presented in a hole-like picture: two DS
integers 1 modes and a US 1/3 mode. The US neutral mode leads to noise in
(D) and (E). In (F), a single US 1/3 mode remains, without any observed noise.
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field was reversed (and therefore, so was the
chirality) under these two interfacing condi-
tions. In Figs. 1 to 3, for convenience, we flip
the amplifier’s position instead of the chirality
(for example, Fig. 1, B and C).
In Fig. 1, B and C, we show a relatively sim-

ple experimental test of interfacing the integer
n = 2 state (tested state) with n = 1 and n = 3.
The injected DC current, IS, leads to a hotspot
at the US side of the source in Fig. 1B and at
the DS side of the source in Fig. 1C, respective-
ly. A perfect charge equilibration took place
for all four lengths and three temperatures,
with two terminal interface resistance (RS) =
h/e2; there was no observed US (Fig. 1B) or DS
(Fig. 1C) noise. This suggests that the presence
of any residual nonequilibrated current (which
may persist in spite of charge equilibration)
does not lead to observable noise.
Before testing interfacing in the second

Landau level, we tested the “interfacingmethod”
with a more complex abelian state in the first
Landau level, which involves counterpropa-
gating modes (charge and neutral). We in-
terfaced the n = 5/3 = 1 + 2/3 filling with the
integers n = 0, 1, 2. We used two similar de-
scriptions of this configuration (fig. S4). The

first assumes that the two half-planes are ini-
tially separated, and each of them supports its
own edge modes (Fig. 1, E and F). With an
intimate proximity at the interface, the integer
modes on both sides of the interface compen-
sate each other, leaving only fractional inter-
face modes. In the case of 5/3 interfaces, the
integer modes of n = 1 or n = 2 are localized,
with propagating interface DS n = 2/3 (with
neutral) or US n = 1/3 modes, respectively
(fig. S4, E and G). The second approach is to
regard the integer filling nUG at the upper
half-plane as a “vacuum” on which a filling
nLG – nUG resides in the lower half-plane. Con-
sequently, the common nUG integer modes
circulate around the periphery of the mesa,
and the interface carries an edge structure of
filling nLG – nUG (fig. S4, F and H). We mostly
used the first approach.
We returned to the present test of inter-

facing the 5/3 state (Fig. 1, D to F). Interfacing
5/3-0 or 5/3-1 supports an integer and a frac-
tional n = 2/3 charge modes or a fractional n =
2/3 charge mode, respectively, accompanied
by an excited US bosonic neutral mode (39–41),
leading to the observed US noise (Fig. 1, D and
E). Alternatively, interfacing 5/3-2, the com-

pensated integer modes leave behind a single
US n = 1/3mode at the interface, with no noise
observed (Fig. 1F).
Wenext concentratedon interfacing thedom-

inant fractional states in the second Landau
level, n = 7/3, n = 5/2, and n = 8/3 with the
integers n = 2 and n = 3. Testing first charge
equilibration, we fixed the integer filling in
the upper half-plane and swept the density
of the lower half-plane (Fig. 2A). Clear con-
ductance plateaus, accurate to about 1% (with
reentrant peaks and valleys between plateaus),
were observed at all propagation lengths and
temperatures.
The interfaced 7/3-2 configuration compen-

sates the two integer modes, leaving a DS edge
mode of n = 1/3, with no US noise (Fig. 2B; the
chirality is indicated in Fig. 2A). By contrast,
the interfaced 7/3-3 configuration leaves the
familiar US n = 2/3 charge mode and a DS
bosonic neutral mode (Fig. 2C). The hotspot
at the source excites the neutral mode with a
DS noise at the amplifier. Interfacing n = 8/3
with n = 2 compensates the two integers and
leaves a DS chargemode of n = 2/3 and anUS
excited bosonic neutral mode (Fig. 2D). By
contrast, interfacing the state with n = 3 leaves
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Fig. 2. Interfacing abelian fractional states
in second Landau level. (A) Two-terminal
resistance measured at the interface between
n = 2 (or 3) and n = 7/3, 5/2, and 8/3.
(Left) Upper plane is fixed at n = 2 and (right)
upper plane is fixed at n = 3, whereas the
lower plane is swept from n = 7/3 to n = 8/3.
Clear quantized plateaus corresponding
to (left) n = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3 and (right)
n = 2/3, 1/2, and 1/3, accurate to ~1%, are
observed. Peaks and valleys in between
plateaus are caused by reentrant filling
factors. (B) Interface between n = 7/3 and
n = 2 at 21 mK. The two integer modes are
compensated, leaving the DS 1/3 charge mode.
No noise is observed. (C) Interface between
n = 7/3 and n = 3 at 21 mK. Two integer modes
are compensated, leaving one US integer
and a downstream 1/3. The equilibration of
these two counterpropagating charge modes
gives rise to an upstream n = 2/3 charge mode
and a downstream neutral mode, accompanied
by noise. (D) Interface between n = 8/3 and
n = 2 at 21 mK. Two integer modes are
compensated, leaving a DS n = 2/3 charge
mode accompanied by a US neutral mode.
US noise is observed. (E) Interface between
n = 8/3 and n = 3 at 21 mK. The equilibration
between the integers at the interface leaves
a single US charge mode n = 1/3, with no noise.
The arrows in the top left box of (B) to (E)
indicate bosonic edge modes with the indicated
two-terminal electric conductance.
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a US n = 1/3 chargemode at the interface, with
no resulting noise (Fig. 2E).
Before presenting the main experimental

results, it is worth discussing the outcome of
interfacing the PH-Pf and A-Pf orders of n =
5/2 with the integers n = 0, 2, 3 (Fig. 3, A to F).
The consequence of a similar interfacing of
other proposed orders of n = 5/2 are described
in figs. S10 and S11 (35). The mode structure
of the two topological orders of n = 5/2 with

vacuum—at the 5/2-0 interface—are shown
in Fig. 3, A and B. For both orders, the 5/2-2
interface leaves a DS fractional charge mode
n = 1/2 and US Majorana modes, one for the
PH-Pf and three for A-Pf orders (Fig. 3, C and
D). The 5/2-3 interface is more interesting.
An interface of the PH-Pf n = 5/2 with n = 3
supports counterpropagating US fractional
charge mode n =1/2 and a DS Majorana mode
(Fig. 3E), whereas for the interface of the A-Pf

n = 5/2 and n = 3, the latter two modes co-
propagate in the US direction (Fig. 3F). There-
fore, measuring the chirality of the Majorana
mode at the 5/2-3 interface is crucial for iden-
tifying the actual topological order of the n =
5/2 state.
The noise data for 5/2 interfaces are shown

in Fig. 3, G and H, measured at 10 mK with a
propagation length of 28 mm. Noise was found
in the US direction at the interface 5/2-2 (no
noise observed in DS) and in the DS direction
for 5/2-3 (no US noise was observed), both
with similar amplitude at the same source
voltage. As discussed above, the measured DS
noise at the 5/2-3 interface points at the exis-
tence of the PH-Pf order (Fig. 3H, inset). Mea-
surements at all temperatures and lengths
(with two differentMBE growths and two ther-
mal cycles) led to similar results (figs. S33 and
S34). This is the main result of our work.
The PH-Pf is a particle-hole symmetric state.

Therefore, the same outcome should occur
when it is interfaced with n = 2, where the
system is regarded as a half-filled level of elec-
trons on top of two full Landau levels, and
with n = 3, where the system is regarded as a
half-filled Landau level of holes on top of three
full Landau levels. Our results manifest this
particle-hole symmetry.
The amplitude of the neutral noise as func-

tion of the number of compensated integer
modes is also important. Given that the tem-
perature of the hotspot (THS) is proportional to
the applied voltage (THS

2 ~ KVS
2), we plotted

the noise data as a function of the source
voltage at a fixed propagation length of 28 mm,
for a few interfacing conditions (Fig. 4A).
The noise (US or DS) was similar for all in-
tegers n. The same behavior was also observed
for the 8/3-n interfaces (fig. S17B). These re-
sults indicate that the integers’ hotspots,
located at the boundary of the large source
ohmic contact, do not take part in the exci-
tation of the neutral (bosonic or Majorana)
modes. The latter are excited by the hotspot
generated by interedge equilibrations, which
are somewhat remote from the source con-
tact (15, 29). The dependence of the noise on
the propagation length, for the 5/2-n and
8/3-n interfaces, is shown in Fig. 4B (the
solid lines are guides to the eye), indicating
a qualitatively similar thermal equilibration
process of the “different neutrals” as the prop-
agation length is increased. In fig. S24, we add
similar measurements of the interfaces 5/3-n
and 2/3-0.
Themeasured results are naturally explained

in terms of interfaces between a PH-Pf topo-
logical order of n = 5/2 and the integers n = 2
and n = 3. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility of edge reconstruction that might
give rise to noise at the interface. In particular,
this may include a scenario in which the pres-
ence of an interface to an integer filling makes
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Fig. 3. Interfacing the n = 5/2 states with n = 2 and n = 3. Comparison of edge structures for the PH-Pf and
the A-Pf orders with n = 0, 2, and 3. (A and B) Edge structure of n = 5/2 state at the edge of sample presented in
particle-like presentation. Because US noise is expected for both orders, this measurement cannot distinguish
between the two orders. (C and D) Interfacing 5/2-2 for both topological orders. US noise is expected for both
orders. (E and F) Interfacing 5/2-3 for both orders, presented for convenience, in the hole-like picture. The three
integer modes at the interface are compensated, leaving at the interface PH-Pf, with a US 1/2 charge mode and a
DS neutral Majorana mode, and A-Pf, with copropagating US 1/2 charge and neutral Majorana modes. DS noise
is expected for the PH-Pf order, whereas no noise is expected for the A-Pf order. (G) Measured US noise at the
interface of 5/2-2 at 10 mK, which is consistent with both of the competing orders. (H) Measured DS noise at
the 5/2-3 interface at 10 mK, which is expected only for the PH-Pf order. Double-line arrow indicates an integer-
mode, thick-single arrow indicates a 1/2-mode, and the dashed-arrow indicates a Majorana-mode. The incomplete
circled arrow indicates the chirality.
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the topological order of the n = 5/2 close to the
interface different from that of the bulk. A
specific example of an interface reconstruction
in the A-Pf bulk is discussed in (35). However,
there is no indication for such edge recon-
struction in the whole set of the measure-
ments we performed on interfaces of the
abelian cases. A thermal metal (25–28) at non-
zero temperatures may exhibit similar edge
physics as that of PH-Pf (27) while having
small but nonzero bulk longitudinal thermal
conductance. This scenario cannot be ruled
out by these measurements.
In this work, we have introduced a method

that is instrumental in identifying the topo-
logical order of the non-abelian n = 5/2 state.
Because the previous experimental determina-
tion of the PH-Pf order was based on full ther-
mal equilibration of allmodes (12, 14), questions
were raised as to whether this condition was
fulfilled (15, 30). Here, by forming chiral 1D
modes at the interface between two half-
planes, each with a different filling factor,
leading to a single n = 1/2 charge mode and
Majorana modes, we considerably strengthen
the case for a PH-Pf topological order of the n =
5/2 state and weaken that of its competitors
(6, 35, 42–44).
In a broader perspective, a similar interfac-

ing method between quantum states can be
used to engineer distinct fractional 1D inter-
face modes, which do not live on the physical
edge of the sample. Our method may enable
the study of the rich world of non-abelian qua-
siparticles, including as yet unexplored states
such as the theoretically proposed non-abelian
n = 12/5 state.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the noise owing to neutral modes on the number of integer modes and the
propagation length. (A) Noise in a few interfacing conditions, 5/2-n with n = 0, 1, 2, and 3, measured
at 10 mK and for 28 mm propagation length. The measured US noise (and DS noise for 5/2-3) is
independent of n, indicating that the integer modes do not play a role in the excitation of the neutral
modes. A similar observation is found also for 8/3-n, with n = 0, 1, and 2 (fig. S17B). (B) The measured
noise as a function of distance (normalized to the noise at 28 mm). The solid lines are guides to the
eye. Because the noise amplitude does not depend on the number of integer modes [as seen in (A)],
the data for n = 5/2 and n = 8/3 are annotated as 5/2-n and 8/3-n. The noise decay length is
qualitatively similar for both 5/2-n and 8/3-n.
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